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Introduction
Our motivation for putting together this special issue on
“Sociomateriality of Information Systems and Organizing”
was the mounting interest in the relationship between the
social and the material, in the context of our increasingly
digital society.1  The attention to this relationship is mani-
fested in the emergence of studies of technology intended to
augment and complement, but also and importantly, to
question the received views on technology in social life (see
Carlile et al. 2013a; Leonardi et al. 2012; Suchman, 2007).
Sociomateriality stands out as a symbol for the interest in the
social and the technical, and in particular, the subtleties of
their contingent intertwining.  Promoted in the IS discipline
primarily by Wanda Orlikowski and Susan Scott (Orlikowski
2007, 2010; Orlikowski and Scott 2008), this “umbrella” con-
cept, to use their terminology, has fostered an entire stream of
new research based on a so-called relational ontology (e.g.,
Slife 2004; Wagner et al. 2011, Wagner et al. 2010).  The
assumptions underpinning a relational ontology are different
from those underpinning the substantialist ontology that
dominates IS and management research (Carlile et al. 2013b;
Emirbayer 1997; Introna 2013).  While a substantialist on-
tology assumes that human beings and things—the social and
the material—exist as separate and self-contained entities that
interact and affect each other, a relational ontology assumes
that “the social and the material are inherently inseparable”
(Orlikowski and Scott 2008, p. 456).  Entities, human beings,
and things exist only in relations:  they are performed and
continuously brought into being through relations (Latour
2005; Orlikowski 2010).  This relational underpinning of
sociomateriality has many implications for extant notions of
technology, agency, society, materiality, morality, and ethics,
to name just a few (Carlile et al. 2013b).
The relational basis of the original proposal for a socio-
material perspective in our discipline (Orlikowski 2007, 2010;
1In addition, this special issue was motivated by a joint Australian School of
Business– Bentley University working conference, “On Sociality, Materiality
and Sociomateriality of Information Systems and Organizations,” that was
held at the University of New South Wales, Sydney, Australia, on March
12-13, 2010.
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Orlikowski and Scott 2008) has triggered counterviews and
competing proposals, leading to multiple uses of the term
(Kautz and Jensen 2013).  Faulkner and Runde (2012), for
instance, specifically dispute the relational basis of socio-
materiality, arguing that its key determination is the focus on
material agency in explaining the social, for which they prefer
a substantialist ontology.  They agree that “technological
objects are shaped by the activities of humans, [and] that
technological objects in turn shape human activities” (p. 64),
but assume their separate existence.  Similarly, Leonardi
(2012, pp. 34, 42) uses the notion of sociomateriality to
emphasize the role of materiality in all phenomena that we
typically consider social.  He considers the materiality of
technology as independent of people, persisting across space
and time, while presenting specific affordances and
constraints for people using technology within sociotechnical
systems.  Yet another strand of thinking is represented by
Mutch (2013), who views the relational basis for socio-
materiality (Barad 2007; Orlikowski 2007, 2010) as a “wrong
turning,” suggesting critical realism as a more appropriate
foundation to study materiality and its role in organizing.2
The sometimes confusing, controversial and confrontational
(Kautz and Jensen 2013; Scott and Orlikowski 2013) debate
on sociomateriality of information systems and organizing
comes as no surprise.  In fact, we view it as quite healthy for
an emerging stream of research.  More surprising perhaps are
the quite charged responses to the initial, relational proposal
for a sociomaterial perspective.  At times, the debate smacks
of exclusionary arbitrage, with critics apparently seeking to
distinguish right from wrong and to determine what deserves
to be pursued in future research, and what does not.  On the
other hand, there are others who appear to be more flexible,
recognizing that sociomaterial accounts in IS and organizing
adopt different ontological positions (see Jones 2014), leading
to diversity in sociomaterial scholarship.  We view this as a
positive development that demonstrates the willingness of IS
researchers to identify different and alternative ways of under-
standing the relationships between the social and the
technical.
In this spirit, this special issue advocates a position that no
perspective or paradigm guarantees privileged access to truth.
Our intention is not to adjudicate among different perspec-
tives on sociomateriality or to seek their convergence.
Instead, we offer a forum for well-argued views on the topic
from different standpoints.  Thus, our intention is not to bring
the debate to a close but to stimulate further interest in the
topic.  In this spirit, we open this special issue with a brief
account of the philosophical battleground of sociomateriality.
To provide a historical context, we also explore the roots of
the notion of sociomateriality.  We then review the research
methods adopted by researchers in recent papers inspired by
sociomateriality and question the extent to which they reflect
the distinct nature of sociomaterial entanglements.  Sum-
maries of the articles published in this special issue are
provided together with implications and suggestions for future
research.
Introducing the Battleground…
and the Road to Peace?
Since its infancy, IS research has struggled to reconcile the
simultaneous technological and social nature of information
systems.  Reporting on ideas originally developed more than
60 years ago, Trist (1981, pp. 12-13) noted that
if the material and symbolic cultures of a society
were not connected by any simple principle of linear
causality…they were nevertheless intertwined in a
complex web of mutual causality….In the language
of E. A. Singer (1959) they were co-producers of
each other.
This represented a significant milestone in recognizing the
interrelationships between the social and the technical, but it
was still based on an assumption of duality between the
technological and the social, an assumption that continues to
be reflected in both technology-focused (e.g., Benbasat and
Zmud 2003) and social perspectives on IS (e.g., Mingers and
Willcocks 2004).  This duality presents a conceptual difficulty
when faced with the increasingly complex materiality of
everyday IS-mediated work practices (Leonardi and Barley
2008; Orlikowski 2007), in which the technological and the
social are inextricably entangled in multiple ways.  It is this
entanglement and the mutual intertwining of technology and
social life in everyday practices that motivated the ques-
tioning of the relationship between, and the assumed duality
of, the material/technical and the human/social (Orlikowski
and Scott 2008; Slife 2004; Woolgar 2002).  It is, therefore,
not surprising that different conceptualizations of socio-
materiality emerged, taking different positions on this duality
and allowing for different theorizing of the nature of IS and
organizing.
The notion of sociomateriality proposed by Orlikowski (2007,
2010) and Orlikowski and Scott (2008) is founded on the
agential realist philosophy developed by Barad (1998, 2003,
2007).  This conception of sociomateriality
2See the introduction by Mingers et al. (2013) to the special issue of MIS
Quarterly on the subject of critical realism in IS research.
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makes a distinctive move away from seeing actors
and objects as primarily self-contained entities that
influence each other…away from discrete entities of
people and technology…to composite and shifting
assemblages (Orlikowski and Scott 2008, p. 455). 
Instead of assuming that entities, people, and technologies
have given, inherently determinate boundaries and properties,
they are seen as relational effects, continuously performed in
a web of relations.  It is important to note that relationality
here is ontological:
 
Relationships are not just the interactions of what
was originally nonrelational; relationships are rela-
tional “all the way down.”  Things are not first self-
contained entities and then interactive.  Each thing,
including each person, is first and always a nexus of
relations…all things, including all practices, have a
shared being and a mutual constitution in this sense.
They start out and forever remain in relationship
(Slife 2004, p. 159).
The view of sociomateriality founded on such an ontological
position—which Slife (2004) refers to as “strong relation-
ality”—implies that reality is not given but performed through
relations in practice.  This represents an important shift from
understanding people and technologies, each characterized by
specific essential properties and boundaries that interact and
mutually impact each other in practice, toward understanding
the performative nature of practices and the ways in which
people and technologies, their properties and boundaries, are
enacted and reenacted in practice.
Performativity of practice is further elaborated by the notion
of agential intra-action introduced by Barad (2003).  It is
through intra-action that material-discursive practices recon-
figure relations and thus delineate entities and enact their
particular properties.  When such intra-activity produces local
determinations and makes specific identities of human or
social actors, of objects and technologies, they become
enacted as such and can then be perceived as having given
boundaries and properties.  In Barad’s vocabulary it is the
agential cut performed by practice that makes all entities what
they are in a particular situation.  While people and tech-
nologies are never fixed—as they are differentially enacted
and reenacted in practice through iterative intra-action—they
may be stabilized for specific purposes by agential cuts.
This view of performativity is posthumanist as it does not
privilege human actors, that is, it does not take the distinction
between humans and technologies (or nonhumans generally)
as given.  Posthumanist performativity instead recognizes
composite assemblages of humans and technologies as ontolo-
gically inseparable components.  These heterogeneous com-
ponents do not precede their interaction but rather emerge
through intra-acting.  This assumption allows Barad (2003) to
reformulate the notion of agency and in particular to transcend
the duality of human versus technological agency.  Instead of
locating agency in humans (emphasizing intentionality and
subjectivity), or in technologies (as more or less autonomous),
Barad conceives of agency as the “enactment of iterative
changes to particular practices through the dynamics of intra-
activity” (2003, p. 827).  Intra-action can thus be understood
as the “mutual constitution of entangled agencies” (Barad
2007, p. 33).  Such a broad view of agency draws attention to
the possibilities and accountability of intra-acting for per-
forming particular realities.
The performative idiom can be traced back to Pickering
(1993, 1995) who adopts a posthumanist view by decentering
the human subject through acknowledging a role for non-
humans, or material, in scientific practices.  The performative
idiom, says Pickering, “subverts the black-and-white distinc-
tions of humanism/antihumanism and moves into a post-
humanist space, a space in which the human actors are still
there but now inextricably entangled with the nonhuman, no
longer at the center of the action and calling the shots” (1995,
p. 26).  Inspired by actor network theory (ANT), Pickering
(1993) acknowledges that both humans and nonhumans have
agency and argues that they are “mutually and emergently
productive of one another” (p. 567).  However, he does not
accept that they are symmetrical (as is assumed by ANT),
claiming that human agency has intentionality while non-
human agency does not.3  For this reason Pickering’s post-
humanist view of performativity and agency is seen as
ambivalent (Barad 2007).  This notwithstanding, Pickering’s
concept of the mangle of practice offers an innovative way to
explore trajectories of human and material agency in practice
and in the manner in which they are emergently transformed
and “constitutively enmeshed by means of a dialectic of
resistance and accommodation” (1993, p. 567).  The mangle
of practice is adopted and extended by Venters et al. (2014)
when they examine digital infrastructure emergence as an
“unstable and evolving sociomaterial configuration” (p. 931).
In view of the ideas of posthumanist performativity and
agency, Barad calls into question a Newtonian conception of
matter as a fixed substance with inherent properties:
Matter is substance in its iterative intra-active
becoming—not a thing, but a doing, a congealing of
3This is echoed by Suchman (2007) who argues that “persons and artifacts do
not constitute each other in the same way” (p. 269).
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agency.  Matter is a stabilizing and destabilizing
process of iterative intra-activity.  Phenomena come
to matter through this process of ongoing intra-
activity.  That is, matter refers to the materiality and
materialization of phenomena, not to an assumed,
inherent, fixed property of abstract, independently
existing objects (2007, p. 210).
Matter is not a given or fixed substance, or just a product of
human agency, but is iteratively performed through intra-
actions.  Of particular interest in IS is the materiality of tech-
nology, understood as a process of materialization enfolding
in material-discursive practices of IS development, implemen-
tation, and use.  Materiality of technology is not given in the
nature of technology or an effect of human agency.  Materi-
ality of technology is iteratively performed by intra-acting and
is thus enacted as particular material-discursive configurations
of phenomena.  Strictly speaking, it is not materiality of
technology we are talking about but materiality of composite
assemblages of technology, people, work, and organizing in
ongoing intra-action.  Materiality is not an arbitrary construc-
tion, though, as intra-activity implies the doing of all involved
and the congealing of agency in the enfolding nexus of
relations.
In an empirical study of petroleum production, Østerlie et al.
(2012) explore and theorize further the performative notion of
materiality.  They define material reality as
the stuff the world is made up of [that includes] both
the physical phenomena to be monitored, and the
material sensors and other computing equipment
used to generate data about the phenomena (p.  86).
Through a study of practices of monitoring and controlling
petroleum production and the use of sensors connected to
computers to generate and visualize data about the mass
streaming out of the wells, Østerlie et al. build on and extend
the performative view of materiality:
The material arrangements of sensors and other
computing equipment that generate and visualize
real-time data…[about well flows] reside along the
boundary between the undifferentiated well flow and
a world of semantics that says something about this
well flow.  Dual materiality distinguishes between
these two modes of materiality:  the material phe-
nomena that the engineers are trying to grasp versus
the materiality of the tools from which they ap-
proach it.…digital technology becomes important
because its materiality plays an integral part in
creating, not simply representing, the materiality of
physical phenomena (p. 86).
By focusing on practices, Østerlie et al. foreground the inter-
section between the undifferentiated phenomena of well flows
and the information system, reflecting differentiations made
by humans and their tools (sensors and other equipment), and
thus explaining their ongoing mutual materialization.  While
material phenomena of the well flow (e.g., liquids, gases,
sand) admittedly exist, they are undifferentiated until the
sensors mounted along the pipelines send signals that, through
a series of transformations, assign specific properties to these
material phenomena.  These properties are not inherent in the
well flow; nor are they abstract concepts:  they emerge
through dual materialization of the phenomena observed and
the arrangements of sensors, computer equipment, and
algorithms as part of practice.
The stream of research, then, that emerges following the
original perspective on sociomateriality is primarily demar-
cated by relational ontology, posthumanist performativity, and
a nonessentialist view of materiality (Orlikowski 2007, 2009;
Orlikowski and Scott 2008).  It has been debated, adopted and
developed further through empirical studies (e.g., Cecez-
Kecmanovic et al. 2014; Jones 2013; Orlikowski and Scott
2013; Østerlie et al. 2012; Scott and Orlikowski 2012; Shotter
2013).  While this stream adopts agential realism as an
exemplar foundation, offering a particular ontological and
epistemological position and vocabulary (Barad 2003, 2007),
there are others equally bold and innovative.  For instance,
Introna (2011, 2013) takes a different route to overcome the
bifurcated ontology of being or human centered metaphysics,
and develops a sociomaterial foundation based on Heidegger,
following Harman’s (2002) interpretation.  Similarly, Riemer
and Johnson (2012) develop a sociomaterial account of tech-
nology (specifically, social media) appropriation in organi-
zations by drawing from Heidegger’s analysis of equipment.
Moreover, the original conception of sociomateriality has
been questioned, as we indicated above, and alternative views
on sociomateriality have been proposed.  Leonardi (2012,
2013) is the most vocal in arguing for a view of socio-
materiality that is grounded in substantialist ontology.  He
recognizes that
materiality is present in each and every phenomenon
that [organization scholars] consider “social”.…
talking about sociomateriality is to recognize and
always keep present to mind that materiality acts as
a constitutive element of the social world and vice
versa (p. 34).
He also talks of sociomaterial practice as the “space in which
the social and the material become constitutively entangled”
(p. 35).  While these claims may suggest some similarity with
the original sociomaterial proposal, Leonardi is critical of this
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proposal and its ontological grounding and offers a signifi-
cantly different conception of sociomateriality based on sub-
stantivist assumptions.
The substantialist ontology “takes as its point of departure the
notion that it is substances of various kinds (things, beings,
essences)…[as] self-subsistent entities, which come ‘pre-
formed’” and then involve themselves in dynamic relations
(Emirbayer 1997, pp. 282-283).  Relations among the self-
contained entities are information exchanges, which affect
only their nonessential properties; that is, they do not change
what they actually are.  These relations or interactions, Slife
(2004) suggests, can be seen as a “weak form of relationality
because members of the interaction ‘act on’ each other from
the outside” (p. 158).
Leonardi (2011) explores the interweaving of human and
material agencies.  While being essentially different, human
and material agencies are effective in producing outcomes
only when they are mutually interlocking.  Following Sassen
(2006), Leonardi uses the notion of imbrication, which
assumes the inherent distinction between human and material
agencies while simultaneously denoting their synergistic
interaction:
By keeping the distinction between human and
material agencies, the imbrication metaphor asserts
a slightly different relationship:  people have agency
and technologies have agency, but ultimately, people
decide how they will respond to a technology (p.
151).
Leonardi (2013, p. 144) defines materiality as “the arrange-
ment of a technological artifact’s physical and/or digital
materials into particular forms that endure across differences
in place and time and are important to users” and proposes
that it makes “good empirical sense to treat a technological
artifact’s materiality as something that exists at least physi-
cally (if not conceptually) apart from the people who create
and use it.”  Materiality is intrinsic to technology, indepen-
dent of its use and the context in which technology is used. 
In other words, Leonardi (2012, p. 29) is suggesting that
materiality “identifies those constitutive features of a
technology” or the inherent properties of technology that do
not change across locations and time.  Once technology is
built its materiality is fixed, unless some subsequent redesign
is undertaken.  When implemented in an organizational con-
text, technology’s materiality “becomes important because
users react to the technology’s materiality—a materiality they
perceived as bounded and stable—when translating it from
the realm of the artifactual into the realm of the social”
(Leonardi 2013, p. 162).
The assumption that technology and other objects have
inherent properties, as do human actors, is widely accepted
and in large part taken for granted in the IS and organization
studies literatures.4  In this sense, Leonardi (2012, pp. 42-43)
does not betray the traditional realist position when he argues
that the social and the material are different realms—that
social agency (“coordinated human intentionality”) and
material agency (“ways in which a technology’s materiality
act,” provoked or instructed by humans) are different in
nature.  While social and material agencies are fundamentally
different with respect to intention, they impact, mutually
shape, or mediate each other and become imbricated in social
practice (Leonardi 2011).
As this brief discussion shows, there exist various ways of
thinking that coexist under the umbrella of sociomateriality.
Thus, this variety is manifested in different conceptions of the
duality of, and the ontological separation between, the social
and the technological; the subject and the object; the world of
persons and the world of things.5  Each conception provides
particular insights into the manner in which these are
entangled, imbricated, mutually shaping, or co-constituting.
Yet, each challenges conventional modernist distinctions
between idealism and materialism, and subjectivism and
objectivism (Law 2004; Leonardi and Barley 2010).  The
questions raised by all of these sociomaterial accounts broadly
address those previously surfaced in the IS discipline, in-
cluding the early formative ideas of the sociotechnical school
(for a review, see Mumford 2006) and in the debate about the
role of the IT artifact in IS research (King and Lyytinen 2006;
Orlikowski and Iacono 2001).  We turn to these intellectual
roots next.
The Roots of Sociomaterial Thinking
Sociomaterial thinking has numerous intellectual roots that
have not been clearly identified nor acknowledged.  Indeed,
it would seem that many students of sociomateriality are
puzzled by its perceived similarity with some established
streams of thought (see Leonardi 2012).  It would, thus,
appear useful to recall the historical roots of sociomateriality
in traditions such as ethnomethodology; science and tech-
nology studies, post-structuralism, post-modernism, and
feminist technoscience studies.  However, since the socio-
4It is worth noting that the substantivist thinking is embedded in Western
languages (Elias 1978) and is taken as common sense.
5See the paper by Jones (2014), which differentiates between strong and
weak sociomateriality.
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technical systems perspective (e.g., Mumford 2006; Trist and
Bamforth 1951), ANT (e.g., Callon 1986a, 1986b; Latour
2005; Law 2004), and practice theory (e.g., Bourdieu 1977;
Rezkwitz 2002; Schatzki 1996) stand out as predecessors and
contributors to the articulation and development of the
different conceptualizations of sociomateriality in the IS
discipline, we consider these in more detail below.  In doing
this, we intend to demonstrate that each of these predecessors
contributes to the umbrella that constitutes sociomaterial
scholarship, allowing researchers to select conceptual (and
methodological) tools that fit the purpose of their particular
research agenda.
Sociotechnical Systems
The sociotechnical systems approach is important both as a
precursor to sociomaterial thinking and also as a foundation
for a particular view on sociomateriality.  Sociotechnical
systems, as an approach and as a new field of inquiry,
emerged in the middle of the last century (e.g., Trist and
Bamforth 1951).  Trist and his fellow researchers from the
Tavistock Institute of Human Relations6 developed socio-
technical thinking to counter tendencies “to subjugate man to
the machine” and to emphasize the interrelatedness of
technological and social systems (Bjørn-Andersen et al. 1982,
p. xiv).  The core concern was to find the best match between,
and jointly optimize, the technological and social components
in designing sociotechnical systems.  This was assumed to
lead to both improved economic performance and quality of
working life (Trist 1981).
Sociotechnical systems thinking flourished in a variety of
disciplines, including IS and organization studies.  The work
of Enid Mumford (see Avison et al. 2006), an affiliate of the
Tavistock Institute, was particularly influential in advancing
principles for designing information systems that improve the
general conditions of work (quality of work life and job
satisfaction) while at the same time increasing workplace
performance:  “making the best use of people, and the best
use of technology” (Mumford 1983, p. 10; see also Mumford
2003, 2006).  More broadly, the contribution of the socio-
technical systems approach is important as it explicitly
addressed the complex issues of intertwining the technical
aspects of IS and human and social aspects of work organi-
zations.  Although the joint optimization of technical and
social aspects was the hallmark of the sociotechnical systems
approach, it tended at times to privilege the technical, or at
other times the social (see Leonardi 2012; Orlikowski 2010).
However, as Robey et al. (2013) argue, privileging either is
not inherent in the sociotechnical systems approach that
remains capable of including the technical/material as well as
the social/human in explaining organizational stability and
change.  Importantly, while doing so, the sociotechnical sys-
tems approach preserves the ontological distinctions between
the social and the material, a position reinforced by more
recent studies of IS and organizing that “demonstrate the
viability of a socio-technical approach in which the ontologi-
cal distinction between social and technical reality is main-
tained” (Robey et al. 2013, p. 385; see also Leonardi 2011,
2012).
The sociotechnical systems approach can thus be seen as a
historically relevant intellectual tradition for the development
of the sociomaterial approach in at least two ways.  By
drawing attention to, and encouraging deeper insights into, the
intertwining and interpenetration among technological and
human processes, the sociotechnical systems approach paved
the way for sociomaterial thinking.  While Leonardi's ap-
proach to sociomateriality, being grounded in substantivism,
is a reinterpretation and continuation of the sociotechnical
tradition, the relational view of sociomateriality (Orlikowski
and Scott 2008) represents a break and discontinuity.  This
discontinuity is also characteristic of ANT.
Actor Network Theory
ANT, which originated within science and technology studies
(Callon 1986a, 1986b, 1999; Hanseth and Monteiro 1997;
Latour 2005; Law 2004, 2008a, 2008b; Mitev and Howcroft
2011; Mol 1999, 2002), is another important intellectual tradi-
tion in the development of sociomaterial thinking.  A distin-
guishing feature of ANT is the inclusion of nonhumans as
actors in attempts to understand the social (Latour 2005).
Humans and nonhumans are called actants in ANT language.
In this regard, ANT decenters the human subject and con-
siders heterogeneous actors—people, natural phenomena,
technologies, documents, knowledge, social structures—as
being equally engaged in and responsible for reassembling the
social.  ANT focuses on the relations that constitute actor
networks and perform and temporally stabilize social arrange-
ments; social arrangements are thus relational effects rather
than entities with predefined qualities (Law 2008a).  A net-
work of interest, as Callon (1999) explains, is 
not a network of connecting entities which are
already there, but a network that configures ontolo-
gies.  The agents, their dimensions, and what they
are and do, all depend on the morphology of the
relations in which they are involved (pp. 185-6).
6For a history of the Tavistock Institute, go to  http://www.tavinstitute.org/
who-we-are/our-history/.
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The world is thus seen as complex, temporally emerging, and
continuously reconfiguring actor networks.
ANT views relationality as ontological:  actants are enacted
and brought into being through relations, and have no
existence outside actor networks.  In turn, this implies that
human actors or technologies “are not given and do not exist
in and of themselves” (Law 2004, p. 161), but are con-
tinuously enacted relational effects.  ANT is thus concerned
with how relations are performed and how actors get enacted,
however temporally.  In Law’s words,
Instead of asking why things happen it asks how they
occur.  How they arrange themselves.  How the
materials of the world (social, technical, documen-
tary, natural, human, animal) get themselves done in
particular locations for a moment in all their hetero-
geneity.  And how they go on shifting and relating
themselves in the processes that enact realities,
knowledges and all the rest” (2008a, p. 632).
It is fair to say that ANT, and science and technology studies
in general, have influenced the development of sociomaterial
thinking.  They offered an early take on relational ontology,
nonessentialism and post-humanism.  In line with ANT, the
relational view of sociomateriality (e.g., Orlikowski and Scott
2008) views heterogeneous actors as relational effects.  Like
ANT, it does not privilege minds over materials and does not
limit agency to humans.  However, it is important to acknowl-
edge that sociomateriality is proposed as a more abstract
material-semiotic approach that does not necessarily imply
any particular theory or methodology.  ANT’s rich tradition,
its vocabulary, theoretical and methodological developments,
provide important resources for sociomaterial inquiry but are
by no means mandatory or even implicated by the approach.
While some sociomaterial studies have adopted a particular
ANT methodology (e.g., Cecez-Kecmanovic et al. 2014),
others have applied a variety of different methodologies (e.g.,
Huang et al. 2014; Introna 2011; Wagner et al. 2011).
Practice Theory
A third intellectual tradition of relevance for sociomateriality
is practice theory, and the ideas originating in the “practice
turn” in the social sciences, and specifically in organization
studies (Feldman and Orlikowski 2011; Gherardi 2012;
Nicolini 2013; Rouse 2007; Schatzki 1996, 2002; Whittington
2006).7  Practice theory is concerned with practice as the
principal constituent of social affairs, and thus a basic
epistemic object of social theory.  As Nicolini writes,
practice is central to understanding human conduct
because practices constitute horizons of intelligi-
bility, and allow us to respond to different matters in
different ways.  In so doing, practices constitute
conditions of life and worlds (2013, p.164).
Practices are thus central to any account of social phenomena
relevant to social sciences, information systems, and organi-
zation studies.
Schatzki’s practice theory (2002, 2005) is humanist, or more
precisely agential humanist, as for him practices are social:
it is humans who carry out practices and set in motion
processes of intelligibility.  While human actions involve and
can be affected by artifacts and material arrangements, they
need to be differentiated as only human action can attribute
purposefulness and affectivity.  Material arrangements are
important in terms of spaces and configurations of objects
within spaces, such as the hospital or office, where practices
enfold, and various technological artifacts make possible
and/or constrain actions.  Performativity of different material
arrangements thus plays an important role as they (material
arrangements) are intertwined with practices and “house”
them.
More recent work in practice theory has been influenced by
science and technology studies, most prominently ANT
(Feldman and Orlikowski 2011; Gherardi 2012).  A post-
humanist practice theory takes more seriously the conse-
quential role of objects, artifacts, and material arrangements
in the production of social phenomena.  Social practices con-
sist of heterogeneous relations between humans and non-
humans, with neither being privileged over the other.
Together with humans, things and materials are active ele-
ments of practice, with agency distributed relationally
between them, “performed through networks of connections-
in-action, as life-world and dwelling” (Gherardi 2012, p. 77).
Gherardi talks of an ecological model of practice, inspired by
ANT studies, that does not give ontological priority to either
humans or nonhumans (the social or the technological), and
conceives of practice as the intermeshing of the discursive
and the material that is mutually constitutive and continuously
becoming, thus emphasizing the dynamic, ambiguous, and
precarious nature of practice.
This branch of practice theory is skeptical toward, and rejects,
the taken-for-granted dualities between mind and body;
objective and subjective; social and material; cognition and
action; structure and agency; free will and determination
(Rezkwitz 2002).  Practice theory, as Feldman and Orlikowski
7For a recent consideration of practice theory as it relates to IS strategizing,
see Peppard et al. (2014); for a call for a joint research agenda, see
Whittington (2014).
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(2011, p. 1242) point out, “enables scholars to theorize the
dynamic constitution of dualities and thus avoid the twin
fallacies of ‘objectivist reification’ on the one hand and
‘subjectivist reduction’ on the other.”
As this brief discussion shows, practice theory denotes a
family of theories that provide not only important resources
for understanding social life and organizing; it also resonates
with other developments that have influenced sociomaterial
thinking.  Practice theory has been a source of inspiration for
practice-based studies in information systems and organiza-
tional studies, and has more recently promoted practice as
epistemology (Gherardi 2012).  The new term sociomaterial
practices has been debated by drawing from different streams
of practice theory.  Orlikowski (2007) and Gherardi (2012)
refer to sociomaterial practices when discussing the consti-
tutive entanglement of technology and everyday practices.
When embedded and embodied in situated practice, tech-
nology’s performativity is sociomaterial.  On the other hand,
Leonardi (2012) uses sociomaterial practice to denote a space
where human actors and material artifacts interact and their
(distinct) agencies imbricate, which is in accord with the
humanist vein of practice theory.
Research Methods and
Sociomateriality
Thus far, we have considered the roots of, and debates
concerning, sociomateriality.  We now turn our attention to
research methods in order to more closely examine current
methodological practices in sociomateriality research.  It
would be natural to expect that theoretical developments
would be followed by methodological advancements aimed at
helping researchers release the potential of sociomaterial
thinking still further.  While there have indeed been proposals
to address the implications of sociomateriality for methodo-
logy—for example, Bruni (2005) addresses the “ethnography
of objects”—overall, our review of existing literature (see
below) suggests that methodological advances have failed to
keep pace with theoretical developments.
To get a sense of current methods used in sociomaterial
research, we selected from Jones’s (2014) review of papers
that were published in 2013 those papers that include empiri-
cal material.  This selection resulted in 14 papers, which are
analyzed in Table 1, showing their theoretical grounding and
the research method adopted (i.e., the approach taken to data
collection and data analysis).  Most of the papers take a
relational view of sociomateriality, typically drawing on
Orlikowski (2007) and Orlikowski and Scott (2008), but in
two cases delve more deeply by considering Barad's (2007)
work.  As for research method, (1) one paper (Liang et al.)
has a passing mention of sociomateriality in what is otherwise
a traditional quantitative piece of research, and  (2) three
papers (Ferguson et al.; Hauptman and Steger; Mazmanian et
al.) invoke sociomateriality in the second half of the paper,
typically in the discussion section and as a call for future
work.  For these papers, we do not include details of the
research method since the authors have not adopted a socio-
material framing for their actual data collection, hence they
are marked as “n/a” in the research method column.
The remaining 10 papers use sociomaterial ideas and theory
to form a framework for investigation, with varying degrees
of depth:  (3) two papers (Bansal and Knox-Hayes; Boos et
al.) use sociomateriality as a lens to frame a discussion of case
study data; (4) six of the papers take a human-centered, inter-
pretive case study approach using ethnographic methods
(Jarrahi and Sawyer; Oborn et al.; Panourgias et al.; Porter;
Pritchard and Symon; Slade); (5) while still being pre-
dominantly human-centered, two papers (De Vaujany et al.;
Stein et al.) start to bring technology to the foreground.  For
the papers in the fourth and fifth categories, data analysis
typically involves coding to identify themes and constructs
(e.g., following Miles and Huberman 1994), and in two cases,
narrative analysis (e.g., Phillips and Oswick 2012) as story
telling (Pritchard and Symon; Stein et al.).  Some use multiple
sources of data, for example, interviews, observation, video
recording of technology use, and analysis of sources such as
blogs and emails.  In one article, a survey with quantitative
analysis is used to supplement the qualitative work (De
Vaujany et al.).
Critique of the Current Situation 
Our review of the methods used in the most recent literature
(including the papers in this special issue) indicates that,
despite the focus on exploring relationships between the
social and the material, the social almost always seems to take
precedence, with the material merely affording some social/
human intention.  Thus, while all of these papers do tend to
look at technology (i.e., its materiality) closely—thus taking
material (or better, sociomaterial) agency more seriously than
in much of the previous IS literature—the technologies,
nevertheless, are often fairly mute, typically only represented
by human spokespersons.  This may be because, as Table 1
indicates, authors have tended to use much the same methods
as we have used for examining IS phenomena from an inter-
pretivist (but not relational) perspective (see Walsham 1993).
Thus, we see heavy reliance on single cases, with interviews
as the main source of data (albeit there tends to be more use
of observation than in other qualitative studies), and one study
(Stein et al.) does use some video recording in order to attempt
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Grounding Use of Sociomateriality Research Method
(1) Nominal Sociomaterial Accounts
Liang et al. (2013) IT compliance Orlikowski and
Scott (2008)
Quantitative study used with hypothesis
testing.  SM is used to argue for fusing
of ERP technology and accounting
practice, but there are no implications
for the research model and SM is not
addressed in the discussion or in
recommendations for future research.
n/a








Qualitative case study with interviews. 
Sociomateriality is introduced in the











Case studies involving interviews and
analysis of blogging records.  Social
and technical factors are analyzed
separately and SM is introduced into
the discussion to argue that the social











SM is introduced in the implications
section to highlight the importance of
materiality and to argue for its
importance in future work.
n/a






Orlikowski (2007) Uses SM to emphasize the role of
physical materiality for discursive
development of sociomaterial thinking.
Data:  descriptive case
study drawing on carbon
markets and a wind farm
Analysis:  discursive,








Orlikowski (2007) SM is used to frame a study of the
Internet of things and their relationship
to accountability and control.
Data:  vignettes (descri-
ptive narratives) with flow
diagrams
Analysis:  focuses on
accountability and control
rather than SM












The conceptual basis is strongly
grounded in SM.
Data:  16 pilot interviews
and 54 main interviews
Analysis:  coding with the
aim of theory-building









SM perspective on distributed
leadership is developed and used to
frame the research.
Data:  ethnographic study
of policy formulation
supported by 52 interviews
and focus groups
Analysis:  a mix of
inductive and deductive
methods
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Grounding Use of Sociomateriality Research Method










The enquiry is framed by the
entanglement of things and people and
the co-development of gaming
experiences and technologies.
Data:  25 interviews and
observation
Analysis:  zooming in and
zooming out (Nicolini 2009)








The enquiry is guided by SM and
situational boundary making.
Data:  22 interviews,
participant observation,
email list-serve data











SM practices in knowledge sharing
frame the research design.









Practice-based learning and SM
approaches are used to frame the
research design.
Data:  11 interviews and 6
focus groups
Analysis:  coding driven by
theory, prior research and
experience
(5) Technology Foregrounded Sociomaterial Accounts








SM is used to frame the investigation of
the fabric of organizing visions and IT-
related discourses within a practice-
based approach.




Analysis:  qualitative and
quantitative analysis






SM is used to inform the analytical
framework used to guide the research,
taking a middle position between
idealism and materialism.






to capture the sociomaterial entangling “in action” (however,
in this case, the paper does not include any detailed analysis
of this video material per se).  Indeed, as indicated by Table
1, it is clear that methods used by authors who have not
framed their empirical data collection up-front as socio-
material are not inherently different from authors who have
adopted this framing.
Promising Developments in Methodology
Table 1 highlights the point that several papers espouse a
practice-based approach to sociomaterial research: 
DeVaujany et al. draw on Johnson et al. (2007); Slade draws
on Gherardi and Nicolini (2002); Panourgias et al. use
Nicolini (2009) to argue for zooming in and zooming out.
Using a practice-based orientation and its associated zooming
approach provides some interesting ideas about how we might
extend qualitative research methods for IS investigations of
sociomateriality.
In the practice-based approach, Gherardi (2012) allows tech-
nologies to be more vocal, adopting an “ethnography of
objects” (Bruni 2005), which, she argues, enables us to study
the performativity of technology as it emerges in situated
practices.  Gherardi provides numerous examples to illustrate
this idea.  For example, she cites Whalen et al. (2002), who
describe the life-world of a call center, where professional
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competence is achieved “in and through interactional pro-
ficiency,” with the technologies at-hand (Gherardi 2012, p.
99).  Whalen et al. describe how the operators’ practice is
choreographed; for example, keeping a pad and pen to one
side so that they can note the name of the caller they are
responding to (since after the caller ID is input in the com-
puter system it no longer appears on the screen).  Simul-
taneously, they anticipate what the customer may ask by
having ready-to-hand documents and pages on the computer
that will allow a “competent performance—organized around
a closely interrelated set of practical concerns...that requires
an improvisational choreography of various means of action
using different technologies and artifacts to carry off that
performance” (Gherardi 2012, p. 99).  In discussing these
various studies that have identified the performativity of
technology, Gherardi uses the concept of
an “equipped context” to examine how contexts are
not simply neutral “containers” indifferent to on-
going actions that happen within them, but rather
contexts are treated as a prepared environment that
makes it easier to accomplish tasks because the
context is “equipped” so as to elicit their habitual
use (p. 98).
Here, she uses the example of rock climbing, where the rock
“becomes somehow equipped to facilitate the climb if the
climber regularly returns to the rock face or leaves pegs to
help other climbers” (p. 97).  Pollock and D’Adderio (2012)
make a similar point when they talk about the “format and
furniture” (in this case, of ranking devices that not only
mediate but also constitute a domain of practice).
All of these examples illustrate how, to study sociomateri-
ality, it is important to build/slice (dwell in) the sociomaterial
world so that we can get sufficiently close to the practice at
hand and recognize its material and embodied nature (Nicolini
2013) and so see “connections-in-action, as life-world and
dwelling” (Gherardi 2012, p. 77).  Such detailed ethnog-
raphies of nonhumans are still relatively rare in IS discourse
where, as Table 1 demonstrates, we continue to rely on
traditional interviews (and focus groups) with human subjects
who are likely to privilege the role of human actors, rather
than see agency as emerging from relations between human
and nonhuman actors (i.e., the social and technological as
mutually constitutive of our practice).
Adopting ethnographies of the nonhuman (or other methods
that allow us to see up-close the material and embodied nature
of practice) thus allows us to zoom in to examine socio-
material practice, as indicated by the above examples of how
call center operators can practice professionally in and
through the various tools that are ready-to-hand, and how rock
climbers operate in an equipped context.  Such zooming-in to
see connections-in-action is important, but we would argue
that we should also adopt methods that allow us to study the
dynamics of emergence.  Many of the papers in Table 1 ap-
pear to present a relatively static picture of the sociomaterial
world.  This is why Nicolini (2013) advocates that we should
also, simultaneously, zoom-out to discern the dynamic and
emergent relationships between the social and material, since
local practice is always affected by other (sociomaterial) prac-
tices removed in space and time (Latour 2005).  The Gaskin
et al. paper in this issue (described below) does exactly this,
explicitly using a zooming-in and zooming-out approach.
One way of studying this relational emergence through
zooming-out is to study the same site over time (e.g., Huang
et al. 2014), or different sites where the same practice is
carried out.  In this way we can “surface the effects produced
by different nexuses of practice” (Nicolini 2013, p. 234).
Again, we suggest that IS researchers could usefully examine
more comparative cases of sociomaterial practices (as
equipped contexts rather than neutral sites of practice), as well
as conduct extended longitudinal studies, in order to better
articulate how sociomaterial relations dynamically emerge
through space and time.  Some of the papers in this special
issue, as described below, do this by making comparisons
across contexts (e.g., Mazmanian et al.; Orlikowski and Scott)
or across time (Jones).
Moreover, while our sociomaterial view of the world allows
us to see how the material and social coproduce our
(temporary) organizational arrangements, we also need to
understand how newcomers moving into an already equipped
context learn to use the technologies already in place when
they are unfamiliar with them.8  So, while our experience in
the world may be described as sociomaterial, with emergent
consequences from the particular entanglement that, once
familiar, can be observed as a choreographed performance,
we need to examine how new users get to this point.  Thus,
while much IS research has focused on examining and
explaining the factors influencing, the processes involved, and
the consequences of introducing some new information
system into an organizational context, very little research has
examined how rookies become sociomaterially entangled
when they first enter an (already) equipped context.  The
communities of practice literature (e.g., Lave and Wenger
1991) is clearly concerned with this issue, but most of this
focuses on social processes, rather than examining the speci-
fic roles and consequences of technology as it affords and
constrains the development of competent and choreographed
sociomaterial practice.
8Slade (2013) specifically follows this route, but is the only such example
that we were able to identify.
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While the idea of zooming-in and zooming-out using a toolkit
of methods (Nicolini 2013), and the ethnography of objects in
practice-based research, is helpful in conducting empirical
studies that allow the particular relational ontological
assumptions of a sociomaterial view to materialize in the data
collected, we also need to find ways of representing the
sociomaterial practice in text.  As Nicolini indicates, this is
not a trivial task because, while sociomaterial practices are
everywhere, they “are famously recalcitrant when it comes to
being transposed to text” (2013, p. 218).  Our review of those
recent studies that have adopted a sociomaterial lens,
including the papers in this special issue, indicates—
arguably—that they also struggle with this issue.  Perhaps this
is not surprising, since most of the theories and concepts that
they draw on to articulate the sociomaterial themselves
distinguish between the social and the material even while
explaining agency as relationally produced.  These theories
and concepts include ANT, and the network of actors, with
each actor being essentially social or material at least at one
level of analysis; Pickering’s “mangle,” which distinguishes
between (material) resistance and (human) accommodation;
Leonardi’s “imbrication,” which distinguishes between
material affordances and social adaptations; and Scott and
Orlikowski’s “entanglement,” which nevertheless still “talks”
in terms of individual social and material objects, albeit these
are recognized as performative accomplishments rather than
preexisting entities.  In each case, agency may derive from the
combination of the social and material actors involved, but we
still tend to separate out the social and the material
analytically and discursively in our texts.
Greater Entanglement of Social and
Material Is to Come
This separation of the social and the material, we suggest,
may be a problem of our “infra-language” (Latour 2005),
which has not yet developed sufficiently to examine the
sociomaterial.  One concept that may help with this is the
cyborg, a “hybrid of machine and organism” (Haraway 1991).
We tend to associate cyborgs with science fiction movies,
rather than as a useful metaphor that helps us in thinking
about the sociomaterial reality of our everyday practice. 
Haraway (1991) was one of the first academics to use this
metaphor in her feminist critique of capitalism.  IS scholars,
including sociomaterial scholars, have as yet to really engage
with this metaphor,9 despite its potential to illustrate socio-
material entanglement and the ways this produces or performs
our life-world.  The time is ripe to do so because we appear to
be moving (and arguably have moved) to a life-world in
which it may actually be difficult to separate the social and
material, even in our everyday talk.  For example, as we move
to wearable computers, as in Google glasses or Apple
watches, and as so much of what we do is digitized, we may
“become our data” in ways that provide new opportunities for
sociomaterial scholars to examine what Yoo (2013, p. 231)
refers to as “digitally enabled generativity.”  In other words,
it appears, potentially at least, that talking about social/
material entanglement will become easier as we actually
become, increasingly, materially entangled cyborgs ourselves.
For example, if we take the example of driving, our cars
increasingly include tracking devices that monitor the person
who is driving against information on the road they are
driving (and so can detect speeding, wearing—or not—of
seatbelts, and other simultaneous activities going on like
mobile phone use); record the conditions of driving (and so
can record what happened in an accident); are able to park
themselves; and can automatically brake when coming too
close to another object.  In such instances, drivers and their
cars are cyborgs and, importantly, data are collected in real-
time and over time that allows us to study this cyborg
(assuming we can gain access to such (big) data as these).
We can study the performativity of such entanglements in
ways that would be more difficult when we could only
interview a person about driving their car, observe that person
driving intermittently, or see the consequences of their driving
too fast.  Now, we can see what the data tell us about this
instance of cyborg existence, and we can manipulate the
cyborg to produce different results.  For example, perhaps we
find that tracking software reduces speeding, while collision
prevention software increases speeding, and the combination
of the two technologies reduces speeding—suggesting that
monitoring is more powerful than collision prevention in
terms of its performative consequences.  We might also find
different outcomes for different populations, and so identify
particular combinations of social and material entangling that
produce different consequences.  Studying the performativity
of different entanglements may also help us to develop more
nuanced sociomaterial theorizing.
Moreover, we can see in this cyborg example how practice is
the outcome of the relationship between the social and the
material, since the material or technical, at least in relation to
the tracking of driving behavior, does not necessarily con-
strain driving behavior itself.  Neither does it necessarily
provide feedback in the moment as to whether a speed limit
is being broken so that the human driver can adjust their
speed.  Rather, it is in the relationship between the “sensored-
car” and the driver—as a cyborg unit—that we can account
for practice (and any emergence of this practice).  In other
words, as our existence becomes more obviously “cyborged,”
9The work of Ulrike Schultze being an exception (e.g., Schultze and Mason
2012).
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it also leaves a data trail (or data “exhaust,” in the termin-
ology of Mayer-Schönberger and Cukier 2013).  It is this data
trail that may well provide opportunities for analysis that can
allow us more readily to examine sociomaterial performa-
tivity, without resorting solely to asking individuals (about
people and their things) and observing and re-presenting them
with our inherently limited non-sociomaterial vocabulary.
Indeed, with the “datafication” of everything, we may get
access to the doings of people and their tools (i.e., as cyborgs)
in the moment, as well as across time and space.  Research
that draws on big data, then, may be useful for extending our
sociomaterial theorizing because we then center our attention
on the cyborg, rather than the social and the material, in each
instance of practice that we track.
Future Directions in Methodology
A good example of such research is found in Pentland et al.
(2011) in their use of data on invoice processing in four
different organizations with a view to examining organiza-
tional routines.  Their finding that there were many unique
patterns generated by these routines, rather than just a few
stable patterns, is illustrative of the emergence of which we
have spoken, and of the more nuanced accounts that we seek.
We suggest that IS researchers can achieve significant
insights that help us to develop our sociomaterial theorizing
using these big data sets.  For example, the paper by Gaskin
and his colleagues in this issue argues that, while socio-
material routines can be studied using a lexicon and data
traces, these trace data must be triangulated with detailed and
idiographic local accounts of activity, leading to a blurring of
the line between qualitative and quantitative approaches.  The
authors argue that such an approach is not simply mixed
methods research (see Mingers 2001).  Rather, it is a flexible
computational approach, not a quantitative one—one that
represents a “third-wave” methodology.  Hedman et al. (2013,
p. 17) take the digital trace/idiographic categories and propose
a two-by-two matrix (with the dimensions subjective/
objective and digitalized/non-digitalized) to take into account
trace data and interpretive accounts.  These third-wave
methodologies take advantage of digital traces and computa-
tion to undertake super-large analyses involving thousands of
routines and tens of thousands of activities—data volumes
that cannot be tackled by human effort alone—while
recognizing the local, interpretive, and situated nature of
sociomaterial activity.
Another promising methodology for future sociomaterial
inquiry is inspired by, and draws from, practice-oriented
scholarship that takes practice as epistemology (Gherardi
2012).  A practice-oriented sociomaterial methodology does
not approach practice as an empirical object from a bird’s eye
view, but instead explores practice as a material-discursive
field of action by zooming-in and zooming-out iteratively
(Nicolini 2013).  Practice as epistemology, to use Nicolini’s
expression, is “rhisomatic in nature” (p. 238):  a study begins
as an in-depth inquiry in one location (zooming in) and then
expends to other locations by following emerging relations
(zooming out); zooming in then continues in new locations.
This iterative process follows relations and concurrently
engages in real-time shadowing of heterogeneous entities
performed by the relations, which unpredictably takes
researchers to unexpected places and situations (see Bruni et
al. 2007; Star 2010).  The objective is to develop an apprecia-
tion and articulate the dynamics of practice by observing and
experiencing from different angles and perspectives how
entities, people and technologies, their boundaries, properties
and identities, are continuously performed, what the conse-
quences are and for whom.10  In other words, this rhisomatic
methodology allows and motivates an insight into how reality
is made and re-made from diverse standpoints and beyond a
particular locale, thus paying attention not only to local but
also to trans-local effects.  It is important to note, however,
that practice as epistemology is not a ready-made method-
ology that one can apply as a script, step by step.  It is a
research philosophy as much as a methodology, one that often
involves experimentation, improvisation, and critical reflec-
tion (Gherardi 2012).  While long and rich ethnographic
tradition (e.g., Locke 2011) and ethnomethodology studies
(Garfinkel 1967) are showing us a way, practice as epis-
temology poses new challenges about which we are yet to
learn, and with which we are yet to deal.
We next turn to a consideration of the articles selected for this
special issue, relating them (in Table 2) to the points of dis-
cussion covered above—that is, the particular sociomaterial
perspective adopted and the methods used.
Articles in the Special Issue
Our call for papers stimulated considerable interest, with more
than 80 submissions being received.  Five of the submissions
successfully went through three or more rounds of revision
and appear in this special issue.  Table 2 offers an overview
of the articles that we accepted, in terms of their focus, per-
spective, methods employed, and contribution.  We briefly
introduce them here by discussing their take on the socio-
materiality of information systems and organizing.
10This is reminiscent of Foucault (1978) who renounces an assumed
sovereign standpoint above the fray from which knowledge claims are made
and thus seen as legitimate.
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A Matter of Life




in the Context of
Critical Care
Jones The introduction of a
clinical information
system (CIS) in a
critical care unit of a
hospital in order to
examine how a range
of key sociomaterial
themes offer distinctive
insights to the on-going
and changing practices
in this setting, in
particular with regard to
the relationships
between the social and
the material.  
The paper uses 5 distinct
sociomaterial notions





what each can shed light
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that each notion can be
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introduction of a CIS
and continuing 9
months after adoption
of the CIS in an ICU
unit.  Data collection
included observations,
interviews and docu-
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The use and develop-
ment of a computing
grid infrastructure that
supports analysis of the
massive volumes of
data generated by the
Large Hadron Collider
at CERN.  The grid is
extensive and is main-
tained by a group of
computing specialists. 
A large community of
particle physicists
submit analysis jobs to
the grid.  Together this
results in a challenge
for digital coordination.
To investigate digital coor-
dination, the temporal
aspects of Pickering's
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inseparable.
An in-depth case from
2006 to 2010 that




launch of the Large




and reviews of docu-





A contribution of the







into the mangle.  By
situating digital infra-
structure in the flow







Melissa Mazmanian, Marisa Cohn, and Paul Dourish provide
a new perspective, which they call dynamic reconfiguration,
for studying sociomateriality in information systems and
organizing.  This perspective offers a language with which to
appreciate the dynamic nature by which technologies and
social structures reconfigure each other.  It derives from a
detailed ethnography of planetary exploration at NASA that
involved interviews (oral history interviews, software walk-
throughs, and diagraming) and observations (work shad-
owing, trace observations, and participant observation).  In
particular, the authors explore a mission orbiting an outer
planet in the solar system.  They use three empirical examples
of reconfiguration practice as the spacecraft is navigated,
material breakdowns are accounted for, and individuals tinker
to ensure that critical software is working.  Drawing on
feminist scholarship in science and technology studies (Barad
2003; Cetina 1999; Haraway 1997; Suchman 2007), this
material is used to frame the dynamics of mutual constituency
of social and material arrangements as it plays out in practice
by NASA scientists.  The dynamic reconfiguration perspec-
tive is delineated from what the authors refer to as separation,
symmetry, and shaping perspectives of sociomaterial
scholarship.
The second article, by James Gaskin, Nicholas Berente, Kalle
Lyytinen, and Youngjin Yoo, invites us to consider raising
our sights away from a focus on the idiosyncrasies of local
practices to the kind of general theorizing that is advocated by
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Giddens (1984), and the kind of comparative research that we
envisioned earlier in this editorial.  As we noted earlier, their
computational approach for zooming in and out of socio-
material routines marks a distinct turn away from the norm of
sociomaterial enquiry to date.  The authors argue that
focusing our enquiries solely into “local negotiations…may
overlook what might be common patterns of activity and
sociomaterial associations across multiple contexts” (p. 850).
They draw on the likes of Bourdieu (1977) to make the point
that “local practices, no matter how unique and creative, draw
upon and enact inherited, structural properties of habitualized
patterns of action” (p. 850).  Thus, they argue for an approach
that enables the consideration of broader, general patterns.  In
doing this, the authors combine interpretive, qualitative analy-
sis with a computational approach to sequence analysis in
what is a novel means of undertaking research into “the
entanglement of human activities and digital capabilities in
organizational routines” (p. 849) across different contexts. 
They first introduce a lexicon to describe sociomaterial
routines and then go on to describe the steps of what they
describe as a reconstructive approach (see Habermas 1979) to
the analysis of those routines.  Having discussed questions of
the approach’s validity and reliability, they consider its
potential benefits and limitations before concluding with a
reflection on how to advance generalizable sociomaterial
research of this kind into the future.
The Gaskin et al. article is included not just for its methodo-
logical novelty.  The opportunity to broaden our horizons in
sociomaterial discourse across organizational boundaries and
to reconsider what might be taken-for-granted assumptions
about the nature of sociomaterial inquiry is a step in further
opening up debate of the kind to be found in a recent issue of
the journal Information & Organization (volume 23, 2013)
and in Leonardi’s (2012) consideration of the concepts asso-
ciated with materiality, sociomateriality, and sociotechnical
systems.  Indeed, citing Trist and Bamforth (1951), Gaskin et
al. make the point that they “do not draw a hard line between
the sociomaterial position and the sociotechnical tradition” (p.
851).  This, in and of itself, should cause some further reflec-
tion and not a little debate in the academy.  In their opinion, 
the sociomaterial view fulfills and perhaps matures
the sociotechnical tradition with an emphasis on
practice rather than systems [adding] nuance in some
areas [such as] ontological inseparability in practice,
material agency, [and] social construction (p. 851). 
As already noted, Orlikowski and Scott (2008) argue that
sociomateriality is an umbrella term;  whether they would go
so far as to view this contribution by Gaskin et al. as mere
maturing of the sociotechnical tradition is another matter,
however.
Susan Scott and Wanda Orlikowski contribute to this special
issue with their article “Entanglement in Practice:  Performing
Anonymity Through Social Media.”  In it, they build on and
extend the sociomaterial perspective they have promoted and
expounded over the last several years (Orlikowski 2007,
2010; Orlikowski and Scott 2008, 2013; Scott and Orlikowski
2012).  They make it clear that their original proposal for a
sociomaterial perspective does not imply a particular theo-
retical foundation.  However, in their empirical work, they
develop a particular sociomaterial perspective that is
grounded in agential realism, following Barad (1998, 2003,
2007).
Scott and Orlikowski explore the notion of entanglement of
meaning and materiality in the practices of evaluation and
ranking in the hospitality industry.  Based on a two-year field
study, they conduct an in-depth examination of anonymity as
performed by mystery guests in the UK-based AA evaluation
system, and online by actual guests on the TripAdvisor web-
site (a form of crowd-sourced content).  They provide a
detailed account of how anonymity is constituted by ongoing
material-discursive practices in each.  While the anonymity of
an AA inspector (a mystery guest) is critical during the stage
of experiencing the hotel and its facilities (as with regular
guests), an inspector’s identity is revealed in the rest of the
evaluation process.  In contrast, assessments of various hotel
features and comments about experience that a hotel guest
posts on the TripAdvisor website is anonymous, with ques-
tions regarding verification and accountability remaining
problematic and contested.  Attending to the intricacies of
these two apparatuses of hotel evaluation, the authors show
how anonymity is differentially enacted through specific
entanglements of meaning and materiality, with significant
performative consequences for the travel sector.  
While anonymity in the literature has been considered pre-
dominantly a social phenomenon (as a singular and static
property of an agent or state of a system), Scott and Orli-
kowski argue that anonymity is an enacted accomplishment
that is multiple, dynamic, and sociomaterial.  Their insight
into the entanglement of specific material-discursive practices
and enactments of anonymity shows how these practices
generate different agential cuts:  specific hotel rankings and
their performative effects.  Of particular concern is the lack of
verification and accountability in the material enactment of
anonymity in online user-generated content, and how such
exclusion participates in the generation of specific conse-
quences (i.e., hotel rankings).  This analysis has broader
implications for openness and accountability of new organi-
zational forms based on social media and crowd-sourced
content as their materiality becomes enfolded in everyday
practices of knowledge production and consumption.
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Matthew Jones’s paper, “A Matter of Life and Death:
Exploring Conceptualizations of Sociomateriality in the
Context of Critical Care,” asks us to reflect on how the socio-
materiality concept can be used in IS research to improve our
understanding of how the social and the material—together—
produce and reproduce ongoing forms of organizing.  Demon-
strating that the term was introduced to the field of IS through
a number of papers by Orlikowski, Jones begins by unpacking
the key notions that Orlikowski subscribes to sociomateriality,
suggesting that this reveals five distinct (but interrelated)
central ideas:  materiality, inseparability, relationality, perfor-
mativity, and practices.  Jones’s review of recent literature
reveals that very few papers have engaged with more than one
or two of these key notions, with most being “somewhat
selective in their reading of Orlikowski’s work” (p. 896),
focusing mainly on using the term to emphasize how our past
IS accounts have underplayed the role of material objects
themselves in producing consequences.
Based on his review of the literature, Jones sets out to apply
these key notions in a study of the implementation and use of
a new clinical information system (CIS) in a critical care unit
(CCU) of a specialist UK cardiothoracic hospital.  For each
notion, he produces a range of ways (or forms, to use his
term) in which each notion was manifest in the new CIS-
enabled setting, demonstrating how each contributes to our
understanding of how, why, and with what consequences
practice changed as the result of newly emergent relations
between the social and the material in this setting.  Jones
emphasizes that it is possible to produce different accounts,
using the same notions and so contrasts a strong and a weak
sociomateriality.  For example, a strong sociomateriality
assumes a fully relational ontology, where entities exist only
in relation to other entities, so that organizing is always in a
state of becoming.  Conversely, a weak sociomateriality sug-
gests that entities exist independently of their enactment in
practice, even while it is through relations between entities
that agency can be explained.  Jones suggests that these dif-
ferences may be a product of the scale and scope of analysis
that is considered, with strong sociomaterialists focused on
micro-processes, and weak sociomaterialists interested in
more enduring macro-level patterns.  This leads Jones to con-
clude that “it may be possible to agree that IS phenomena
involve an entanglement of the social and material that is
enacted in situated practice, while adopting quite different
ontological assumptions” (p. 920).
In the final paper in this special issue, Will Venters, Eivor
Oborn, and Michael Barrett seek to understand the emergence
of a computing grid that is used to support the storage and
analysis of data gathered by the Large Hadron Collider at
CERN.  The case study reports on a truly large installation—
the data volumes are vast (15 million gigabytes of data a
year), the processing requirements intense (utilizing 150,000
computers), and the community is huge (around 3600 particle
physicists).  The case spans the period 2006–2010 and
involves a large number of interviews, ethnographic observa-
tions, and source documents.  To investigate the emergence of
the grid and the problem of digital coordination, the authors
develop Pickering’s (1995) mangle of practice concept by
elaborating on the temporal dimension.  Pickering defines
tuning as a process in which material agency is harnessed
within a flow of material agency through an emerging
dialectic in which the human and the material are enmeshed
and constitutively entangled.  Venters et al. argue that greater
understanding of the temporal aspects of Pickering’s mangle
can be gained by applying Emirbayer and Mische’s (1998)
chordal triad of agency (i.e., that, at any given moment,
agency is oriented toward the past, present, and future).  Their
analysis of the data brings out temporal tensions in digital
coordination:  transparency in the present, modeling future
infrastructures, and the historical disciplining of social and
material inertia.  Venters et al. demonstrate that digital infra-
structure is oriented to multiple dimensions of time:  while
infrastructure may emerge in the present, it is entangled with
orientations to the past and future.
Implications and Looking Forward
Having covered the philosophy and roots of sociomaterial
theorizing, as well as having reviewed current theoretical
accounts and methodological approaches adopted under the
umbrella of sociomateriality, including those in this special
issue, in this last section, we suggest four possible oppor-
tunities for future research that can usefully extend our
understanding of information systems through examination of
the constitutive entanglement between human and material
actors:
1. Focusing on ethical and social responsibility issues:
Recognizing the co-constitution between the social and
the technical does not imply equality.  In our increasingly
digitized world, the data collected, and the algorithms
used to make decisions based on these data, have perfor-
mativity.  In other words, they produce a lived experience
that could be/is becoming very different from our past/
current experience, changing the knowledge/power
dynamics of everyday life (see Yoo 2010).  Technologies
(produced from prior social and material entanglements)
have always constrained, as well as afforded, current
(and future) opportunities.  In other words, technologi-
cally enabled opportunities are not given, but are
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performed.  Adopting a sociomaterial lens suggests that
we need to acknowledge and examine the non-neutral
performative implications of this co-constitution and
accountability of those involved (including researchers).
Do we want to live in a world that is produced by an
ever-more elaborate set of algorithms that proscribe the
outcomes of our search, the decisions made about who
should get mortgages, how much insurance should be
paid, what advertisements we view, what health proce-
dures are undertaken, and so on?  Examining this non-
neutral (i.e., knowledge/power) performativity of social
and technological entanglements, and more generally of
information systems, for society at large and the organi-
zations that co-constitute this society, implies an ethical
dimension that is hugely important in our view.
2. Studying flows (process/becoming ontology):  As we
have seen, there is debate within the community of
scholars who label themselves as sociomaterialists about
whether entities (social and material) preexist, or only
exist in and through relations.  Nevertheless, arguably,
the more important ontological foundation of socio-
materiality (that all agree on) is that it assumes a
becoming ontology:  all things and events are in a con-
stant state of emergence and that stability is achieved
only temporarily if at all.  However, in our empirical
studies, we are only able to account for stability by
putting in place arbitrary time/space boundaries and then,
within this cut, deciding on which entities and attributes
to focus.  The implication of this ontological observation
is that we need to be more aware of, and reflexive about,
the cuts that we make (even when collecting longitudinal
data) when we decide to conduct a particular study.  This
is so because there is always an interpenetration between
the past/present/future (Henfridsson and Yoo 2013).
Ignoring how the past and future are present in the
present undermines our ability to account sufficiently for
what we find in our data.  Attending to dynamic,
unfolding processes also has implications for a unit of
analysis that is not fixed and given in advance but instead
emerges together with an inquiry.
3. Identifying new methodologies that allow the (socio)-
material to speak for itself:  Methodologically, as we
have argued, we need to identify new ways to study the
flows of social and material entanglement, especially
using methods that do not rely solely on social actors to
account for how the technology is acting in complex
assemblages, in order to overcome the human-centric
view of our world that has largely dominated in the social
sciences, including the IS field.  We have suggested
some ways of allowing the technology to speak for itself
and also identified new opportunities emerging with
practice as epistemology and, more generally, practice-
oriented scholarship.  We hope that other methodologies
will be developed and used that can overcome the
linguistic limitations that tend to push us toward dividing
up the world into discrete objects and events.
4. Being practically relevant:  The focus on the epistemolo-
gical and ontological aspects of a sociomaterial lens has
arguably produced a body of literature that is even less
accessible and relevant to the everyday person than is
much of our academic literature (which is in any case
criticized for not having practical and/or societal rele-
vance or impact11).  Given the roots of sociomateriality in
a practice perspective, with its focus on the everyday
lived experience, it is perhaps ironic that it has, to date,
very little to offer the practitioner.  (After all, how many
practitioners are going to be able to make any sense of,
never mind care about, whether we adopt a critical realist
or an agential realist ontology, and so on?)  We, there-
fore, advocate spending more time and energy on
identifying the practical implications associated with
understanding the co-constitution of the social and the
material and the performative role of technologies (i.e.,
recognizing the non-neutral implications of complex
technologically imbricated assemblages) developed and
implemented.
We trust that this special issue on the sociomateriality of
information systems has helped in some small way to frame
and advance our understanding of this complex and emerging
topic, and to propose an agenda for the field of IS moving
forward.  Given the increasingly sociomaterial entanglement
of the world in which we live, we believe that this focus can
be extremely relevant both theoretically and practically, and
that the papers selected in this special issue help to further this
agenda.
Finally, as the editors of this special issue, we would like to
thank all those who submitted papers, the associate editors
(Karen Barad, Michael Barrett, Nick Berente, Brian Butler,
Robert Davison, Bill Doolin, Samar Faraj, Rick Iedema,
Matthew Jones, Robert B. Johnston, Giovan Francesco
Lanzara, Paul Leonardi, John Mingers, Jodie Moll, Eric
Monteiro, Jan Mouritsen, Davide Nicolini, Daniel Nyberg,
Ted O’Leary, Wanda Orlikowski, Neil Pollock, Neil
Ramiller, Susan Scott, Lucy Suchman, Eileen Trauth, Erica
Wagner, and Youngjin Yoo), and, finally, the many anony-
mous reviewers who worked so hard to select and develop the
papers that constitute this special issue.
11See, for example, the work of Desouza and his colleagues (2006, 2007).
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